
INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

TOM paces back and forth across the living room. The 
DOORBELL RINGS. Tom looks toward the door, pauses 
briefly, steeling himself, then moves briskly to the door 
and opens it.

TOM
(strange, strained lilt)

Yooouu caaame!

AMANDA steps into the apartment, giving Tom a look.

AMANDA
Yeeess…? You invited me…? 

TOM
Yes, I did. I invited you. To my house.

AMANDA
Sorry - am I missing something here, 
Thomas? I know we’ve only been dating for 
three months. Still think it’s too soon 
to let me see your place?

TOM
What? No! That’s… crazy talk. You. Silly… 
billy. I’m… happy to have you here.

AMANDA
Okayyy? (relaxing a little) Well… good.

TOM
Yup. Right here in my living room. Isn’t 
it great? For… living?

AMANDA
Okay - Thomas - if you’re married and 
your wife is just out of town for the 
night - or you’re hiding her in a back 
room - I’m going to find out.

TOM
What? No!… (OFF HER LOOK) Not married! I 
promise. (OFF HER LOOK) Not divorced. Not 
separated. Just single.

AMANDA
Single?

TOM
Yeah. I mean - wait, am I?
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AMANDA
I don’t know, Thomas. Are you?

TOM
Well I don’t want to be.

AMANDA
No…?

TOM
And it’s not like I’m seeing anybody 
else.

AMANDA
You’re not?

TOM
Mmm mmm. I guess I’m just hoping that the 
amazing gal I’ve been seeing isn’t… 
seeing anyone else either.

AMANDA
Amazing, huh?

TOM
Absolutely.

AMANDA
Well, maybe you should ask her.

For some reason Tom decides it makes sense to suddenly 
speak like a Southern gentleman farmer from the 1800’s.

TOM
Pardon me young lady but I was wondering 
if you would do me the kindness of 
considering --

AMANDA
Oh my god! Just come here and kiss me you 
idiot!

Tom snaps out of it - crosses quickly to Amanda and 
kisses her.

TOM
Oooh. That was nice.

AMANDA
Mmm hmm. Now, unless you have some more 
work to do on the plantation maybe you 
can show me around your apartment?
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TOM
Of course. (with a gesture) This is the 
living room.

AMANDA
Think we covered that.

He guides her over to the breakfast bar on the edge of 
the living room which opens into the kitchen.

TOM
And here is the kitchen.

AMANDA
Saw that from the front door.

He turns her back toward the living room.

TOM
And here we have the living room.

AMANDA
Oh my god - Thomas - what is going on? 
Honestly - do you have a dead body in the 
back or something?

Suddenly ALPHONSE peeks his head into the living room 
from a back bedroom. Tom sees him.

ALPHONSE
(low)

Ooohhh, yeah.

TOM
(sotto)

Only in my dreams.

ALPHONSE
You get laid yet, son?

TOM
Oh my god - Dad!?!

ALPHONSE
Sorry. You get lucky yet?

Alphonse suddenly gets an eyeful of Amanda.

ALPHONSE (CONT’D)
Ooohh. Very lucky. (enters living room) 
No wonder you didn’t want me to meet her. 
Hoping to keep all this to yourself. Hey, 
hot stuff. Alphonse. But you can call me 
Big Daddy.
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TOM
Amanda, meet my --

AMANDA
Father? You never mentioned your father 
lived with you.

TOM
That never came up?

ALPHONSE
Don’t be surprised. He doesn’t like the 
competition. Never has. Ain’t that right, 
Tommy boy? 

TOM
Daaad! I told you not to --

ALPHONSE
Apparently someone thinks they’re too old 
to be called --

TOM
The name of a five year old? (to himself) 
Or a really great movie? 

AMANDA
You don’t call him Thomas?

ALPHONSE
(slight laugh)

Thomas? Riiight. Who do you think you are 
Tommy boy? Some hot shot lawyer?

TOM
As a matter of fact, Dad - I am still a 
lawyer.

ALPHONSE
Oohh. Touchy, touchy. 

AMANDA
Well. This is… nice.

ALPHONSE
(to Amanda)

Say, how about you and I ditch the kid 
and go get our groove on? You got a set 
of wheels? 

AMANDA
I… do have a set of… wheels. But my 
wheels are not going to be… rolling 
anytime soon.
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ALPHONSE
No problem. Got my own love nest in the 
back. (THEN) You know how to open a 
trundle bed?

AMANDA
(to Tom)

Sooo… this is your Dad.

TOM
Welcome to the family. 

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Amanda is gone. Tom sits slumped on the couch.

ALPHONSE
I think that went well.

TOM
For who, Dad? Amanda’s next boyfriend?

ALPHONSE
Oh, don’t be such a big baby. (thinking) 
I’m guessing she’s still more into you 
than me.

TOM
Well - that’s a relief. Of course there’s 
still the chance that I’LL NEVER SEE HER 
AGAIN!!

ALPHONSE
Uhhh… hate to tell you, son - but that 
one’s a keeper. I wouldn’t go pitching 
her over just cause you want to try and 
be a sexy playboy like your old man.

TOM
Oh, I’m pretty sure that absolutely none 
of that is correct. (THEN) Except for her 
being a keeper.

ALPHONSE
Hubba, hubba.
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